Assessment of functional cerebral laterality for language using magnetoencephalography.
The purpose of the study was to examine the feasibility of using magnetoencephalography (MEG), a noninvasive functional brain imaging technique, to assess cerebral laterality for language. The magnetic flux normal to the scalp surface was measured with a whole-head neuromagnetometer while subjects (n = 16) were engaged in a word-matching and a tone-matching task. The effect of hemisphere and task on the number of satisfactory equivalent current dipole (ECD) solutions obtained during the late portion of the responses to the word and tone stimuli was examined. An interhemispheric ECD laterality index was also computed. Satisfactory ECD solutions were localized in perisylvian cortices during both tasks. A greater number of ECDs was found in the left hemisphere in 14 (87%) of 16 of the subjects in the word-matching task, a proportion that approaches the reported incidence of left-hemisphere dominance among right-handers. A similar proportion of subjects also showed a clear asymmetry in the number of ECDs favoring the left hemisphere in the language task as compared to the nonlanguage task. These findings suggest that MEG is a promising tool for laterality assessment. Magnetoencephalography-based functional asymmetry data are currently being compared against invasive presurgical procedures (i.e., intracarotid amobarbital procedure).